
Education
2016 - 2020
(Expected) Ph.D. Sociology London School of Economics and Political Science

London, UK
Specialisation: sociology of gender and migration
Supervisor: Dr. Ursula Henz. (Second advisor: Dr. Patrick McGovern)

2018 - 2020 Associate doctoral fellow Marc Bloch Zentrum
Berlin, Germany
Unit ”Mobilities, migrations and reconfiguration of spaces”

2014 - 2015 Masters political science (double degree) Science Po
Strasbourg/Grenoble
Strasbourg, France
”Sociological and political research” (best student and dissertation)

2013 - 2014 MPhil in Sociology Trinity College Dublin
Dublin, Ireland
”Race, ethnicity, conflict” (1.1)

2012 - 2013 ERASMUS Sociology Trinity College Dublin
Dublin, Ireland

2009 - 2012 Bachelor political Science Science Po Grenoble
Grenoble, France

2011 Academic Exchange - Political Science University of Konstanz
Konstanz, Germany

Research Experience
2016 - 2020 Ph.D research London School of Economics / Marc Bloch Zentrum

• Working title ’Roads of inequality: Gender, migration trajectories
and the division of labour’

• Investigates the connections between partnership patterns, migra-
tion sequences and the division of paid and unpaid labour in cou-
ples.

• Focuses on the role ofmigration. Includes chapter on themitigating
capacity of outsourcing household labour and care work.

• Cross-national comparison between the UK and France
• Uses quantitative methods including (but not limited to) survey-
weighted linear and generalised linear regression models, splines,
descriptive statistics.

• Uses complex large-scale survey data from Understanding Society
for the UK and Trajectory and Origins (1) for France

• Includes an interview- and archive-based qualitative chapter ded-
icated to historicising and politicizing the surveys data, their con-
straints and choices of analytical categories.

2015 - 2016 Research assistant SAGE research centre - University of Strasbourg

• Collaboration with Prof. Vincent Dubois
• Research project on the topic of welfare fraud in French political
discourse.

• Performed a big data extraction from the website of the French As-
semblée Nationale (using web-crawling and parsing techniques) to
build a database on all relevant parliamentary questions.

• Conducted the quantitative analyses of the data.
• Co-wrote the resulting article with V. Dubois.
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2014 - 2015 Masters research dissertation Science Po Strasbourg

• Dissertation title ”Gender, Trajectories and Inequalities - Mixedness Through the Lens of Gender”
(Link). Supervisor: Dr. Alice Debauche

• Quantitative research using Trajectory and Origins (1) survey data.
2013 - 2014 Mphil research dissertation Trinity College Dublin

• Dissertation title ‘He’s my bonus’: French-Irish Relationships as Millieu and Token of Movility Capital.
Supervisor: Dr. Antje Roeder

• Qualitative research based on semi-structured interviews.

Publications

 

 Publications: peer-reviewed articles
• [forthcoming] “Welfare fraud in questions: the naturalisation of a political
issue in light of parliamentary questions at the French National Assembly
(1986-2016) –with Prof. V. Dubois. The article will be published in the 2020
September issue of the FrenchReviewof political science (temporary link).

 

 Conference presentations and working papers
• « “Isn’t it just an interaction effect?” Survey data, statistical methods and
intersectional failures » with Dr. Léa Renard. Upcoming presentation at
the Gender, Work and Organization 11th Biennial International Interdis-
ciplinary Conference, University of Kent, June 2020 (reported to 2021).
Stream 16 ‘The Present and Future of Intersectionality: Controversies,
Challenges, Transformations and Opportunities’. Draft paper intended for
Gender and Society.

 

 

• « Who does what in the end? The sexual division of labour in migrant-native
couples or how to connect gendered trajectories and gendered outcomes
of migration. - 2020 Understanding Society scientific conference, session
’Employment & gender’. July 2019, University of Essex.

 

 

• “Gender throughmigration, migration through gender: Age, age gap and the
sexual division of labour in couples”Workshop “Family Migration Processes
in a Comparative Perspective: Causes, Patterns, Effects”, Nov. 2018, Wis-
senschaftsForum, Berlin.

 

 

• “Manufacturing Indicators of Mixedness: How Statistics Come to Obscure
Gender” 2017 European Sociological Association conference, Session
’Women’s and gender studies’, Aug. 2017, Athens.

 

 

• “Social Fraud” into questions: the rise of a political theme analysed through
parliamentary questions (1986-2016)”, with V. Dubois. 2017 Congress of
the French Association of Political Science, Session ’In the shadow of the
law. Parliamentary work and political life’, Jul. 2017, Montpellier.

 

 

• “The Gender of Inequalities: Migration and Inequalities in Transnational
Couples”. Berlin Doctoral summer school, Jul. 2017, Berlin.
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 Media
• Football or Women’s football – what’s the catch for women playing sport
at LSE?, Researching Sociology, LSE Sociology blog, April 2019. Longer
version published in the Beaver (LSE student newspaper)

Methodology training and relevant skills
• Advanced skills in R and R-studio. Competent with Stata, Python, SPSS, Excel, LaTeX.

• Web-crawling and web-parsing. Performed many big data extractions (see article with V. Dubois: ’Welfare fraud in ques-
tions’ for an application).

• Advanced modelling and visualisation skills, including: survey-weighted modelling, multilevel modelling, non-parametric
and semi-parametric modelling, machine learning, sequence analysis, multiple correspondence analysis, regressions

• language skills

– English: native

– French: native

– German: fluent

Grants and scholarships
2016 - 2020 LSE PhD studentship London School of Economics

Fully-funded 4-year PhD scholarship

2020 - 2021 LSE PhD Covid-19 extension London School of Economics
6 month funding extension due to Covid-related work disruption and caring responsibilities

Teaching experience
2019 - 2020 Graduate Teaching Assistant London School of Economics

’Work, inequality and Society’. Sociology undergraduate course. Course convenor: Patrick McGovern

2015-2016 Course Convenor University of Strasbourg
’Sociology of gender and the family’. Sociology undergraduate course
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